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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Spectrum Technologies Offers Solutions to Monitor Temperature Inversion
Aurora, IL, June 19th, 2018: Spectrum Technologies, Inc. has a rich history of innovation through responding to
industry and customer needs. Spectrum’s latest solution matches proven products with the issue of off-target
herbicide movement through drift and/or temperature inversion. Growers and professional applicators have
unprecedented complexities, requirements and liabilities when it comes to applying herbicide. Today’s product
labels for dicamba have very specific requirements, restricting applications to a narrow window of conditions.
Knowing and documenting these conditions is the job of the applicator.
Temperature inversion is a new term to dicamba product labels; that is increasing temperature with altitude.
This scenario can cause droplets to suspend in the air and potentially move off-target. Spectrum has configured
various products to monitor and record this condition to inform and give applicators confidence in their
application. By measuring temperature near the ground and 10 ft, you can determine the presence of an
inversion easily. By logging this data over time, you now have records of the conditions before, during and after
the application. This could be very valuable in sensitive areas where drift/inversion has been an issue in the
past. These stations could also be set up across an ag retailer’s trade area to give reference points to applicators
and management.
Spectrum can customize logging sites: from simple
configurations that allow the user to log, download and
view the data to more advanced stations that can be
monitored remotely. Additionally, sensors can be added to
include wind speed, wind direction, humidity, solar
radiation and more.
Image of a remotely monitored station with temperature
sensors at 18 inches and 10 ft. and graph showing recent
temperature inversion.
To learn more please contact Rick Welder, National
Account Manager, at RWelder@specmeters.com

###
Spectrum Technologies was founded in 1987 and is headquartered in Aurora, Illinois, USA. Spectrum is a leader in providing
advanced Agriculture, Horticulture, and Turf technologies to customers worldwide. Spectrum Technologies brands include:
WatchDog®, FieldScout®, WaterScout®, DataScout®, LightScout®, TruFirm® and SpecConnect™. Spectrum has 24 AE50
Awards from the American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers, which demonstrates the company’s deep
commitment to innovation and quality. For more information, call 815-436-4440 or visit online at www.specmeters.com.

